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Arcadia Family, 

As many of you know there has been an ongoing discussion regarding instructional time requirements of 

the Arizona Department of Education (ADE) within the Scottsdale Unified School District over the past 

three months. This correspondence serves to inform all Arcadia stakeholders of the outcomes as they 

relate to those discussions.  

  

For the 2016-2017 school year the bell schedules for all five SUSD high will be consistent for periods 1-

4 on regular school days, and exactly the same on early release days. The standardizing of bell schedules 

will not have a significant impact on Arcadia as there will be no alteration in the regular school day start/

end times (7:45am-2:20pm) and we appreciate the Arcadia teacher leaders who attended Dr. Birdwell’s 

meeting regarding the length of school day dialogue in late June.  Arcadia will also retain one lunch next 

year for all regular school days, but the seven early release days on the calendar have been extended 

from 11:20am to 12:20pm. We have attached copies of both bell schedules for you to review.    

  

The rationale for moving Scottsdale to common bell schedules is multi-tiered with an emphasis on maxi-

mizing instructional time. Scottsdale has many World Language courses (critical languages) that are in-

terconnected between two different schools and different bell schedules create instructional gaps not 

allowing teachers to fully meet the needs of students.  Consistent bell schedules are essential for the pur-

poses of offering distance learning courses. Common bell schedules may also allow more students to 

“connect” to take courses such as Calculus III or Statistics that can be hard to staff at different sites. 

Consistent bell schedules will better accommodate travel for students participating in CTE programs at a 

different campuses such as Nursing and Culinary as well as EVIT students.  Scottsdale also has multiple 

teachers that travel between campuses and consistent bell schedules will make it easier to schedule those 

teachers when necessary as well as allow those teachers to better manage their travel time.  

  

Extended instructional time in the classroom will consistently reach students more effectively than 

modified bell schedules. As a result of standardizing our bell schedules Arcadia will not have Thursday 

THRIVES next school year. This loss is not unique to Arcadia as Coronado has also sacrificed their em-

bedded school time intervention known as “Don Time.” When teachers return this fall we are committed 

to looking into alternate enrichment opportunities that will positively impact all students at Arcadia.  

  

I would like to thank all our stakeholders for their patience and understanding as we continue to navigate 

these organizational changes. If anyone has any questions or concerns please feel free to contact my  

office. Go Titans! 

  

Respectfully, 

  

Nathan Slater 

Arcadia High School, Principal 

4703 E. Indian School 

Phoenix, Az. 85018 

Main 480-484-6300 

tel:480-484-6300

